
 

Earth Ion Pyramid  

Whole Room Purifier 
 

 

Raise the healthy, happy vibrations of a room while helping to re-harmonize  

and clear non-beneficial energies of  … electronics – stress – worry – grumpy 

people – fear – synthetics & more  

                                 Never runs out of Energy 

  Completely maintenance-free 

 Just make sure the point is always UP 

 

Made of VibesUP Earth Energy Formula which contains black tourmaline, red jasper, green 

aventurine, smokey quartz, tigers eye carnelian, amazonite amethyst, zeolite & other gemstones  

and over 80 plant & tree oils known for natural health support, gentle energy, grounding, pain 

support, protection, neutralizing, negativity, EMF neutralizing and more ! 

 

This Puffy Crystals Technology amplifies the conductivity and strength of 

the Earth Energy material.  It creates tiny bridges for the energy to move 

through the base of our Earth Mat material, making it stronger energetically 

and flowing out all sides.   It compresses the tiny quartz spheres to amply 

the piezo electricity. 

 

The mystery of a Pyramid's beneficial energy is in its funnel-like shape 

which literally helps to funnel healthy grounding earth energy up into its 

environment. This “sacred geometry” shape combined with VibesUP 

formula that has been tested and shown to take a room with low draining 

energy which measured a -1 up to a very healthy energy of 12+ which is 

wonderful considering a healthy energy for a room is a 10 …  12+ is even 

better! This shape combined with VibesUP formula literally breathes the 

non-beneficial energy in (magnetic), re-harmonizes it and breathes it back 

out again (electro). This moving energy in and out, helps to gently clear the non-beneficial energy 

of a room on a continual basis without having to plug it in,  monitor it, or even change filters. It 

requires no maintenance, and never stops working.  

 

Size … A small Earth Ion Pyramid can compare to the size of a lemon, a medium Earth Ion 

Pyramid compares in size to an orange and the large Earth Ion Pyramid compares to a grapefruit.     

To give you an idea the large pyramid weighs about the same as a large mat. 
 

Small … 2x2 inches – (bathroom) 

Medium … 3x3 inches –  (bedroom) shown above 

Large … 4x4 inches – (living room) shown above 
 

For personal care & healing energy, check out the VibesUP Wrist Bands -  a bracelet-like wrist 

band - with velcro around to fit most wrist sizes and 

around a cup or bottle.  There are 19 different healing themes to choose from. 

If you have stiff, sore or a painful neck, arms, hands, elbows, knees, legs, ankles, or anywhere –  

the Body Wraps are helpful & flexible too…  https://shop.vibesup.com/#aww 

(use coupon code to save $10. on regularly-priced items – aww10.off) 
 

Air, Water & Wellness 
Supporting healthy spaces & places with Natures Graces 

www.airWaterAndwellness.com 

503-524-4862 


